TRAD Transition Webinar-June 28, 2016

How do I add a formula to the TRAD report?
1. Insert a new column in the TRAD Transition Report Excel document. To insert a new column, right click on any column and click
“insert”. Name the new column. For example, “27 month transition start date” or “Early Plan”.
2. In the new column you just created, select the first row with child data. For example, in the picture below, you would click in the cell
that is highlighted red.

The highlighted cell (red) is where you will insert the formula. One formula is inserted per cell. If you want to use all of the formulas
discussed in the webinar, you will need to create multiple new columns.

3. 27 months Start Date: =DOB+823
DOB is the name of a column in the TRAD Transition report.

Complete step 1 and 2. To insert the formula, enter = in the first row with child data in the new column. Then click in the first row with
child data in the DOB column. In the picture below, you would click in the cell that has a dashed line around it. Clicking on this cell will
cause the Excel program to add in the column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel
program added H6 after the =.
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Then continue adding the formula into the cell: +823

Click enter and a date will appear in the cell. This date is when the child turns 27 months old. Please note that due to months having 30
or 31 days and February having 28 or 29 days, some of the 27 month “birthdates” may be off by a few days. You may need to adjust
the formula for some individual children by adding 820, 821 or 822 instead of 823. This column, with the correct dates, will be
added as a permanent column in the TRAD Transition report in the near future.
To copy this formula to the entire column, drag the bottom right hand corner of the cell down so that the entire column is highlighted.
The 27 month start date will populate in the cells that have been highlighted.
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4. Plan is developed too early:
=IF(Date Steps in IFSP<27 months start date,1,0)
Date Steps in IFSP and 27 months start date are the names of columns in the TRAD Transition report.

You will need to add the 27 months start date column before adding this formula. Complete step 1 to add a new column in the report.
Name the new column, (e.g. Plan too early). Insert the formula in the first row that has child data in the column. In the example below, it
is the cell that is highlighted in red.

In this cell, enter

=IF(
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Then click on the first row with child data in the Date Steps in IFSP column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in
the column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added P6.

Then enter <
Then click on the first row with child data in the 27 months transition start date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program
to add in the column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added J6.

Then enter ,1,0)
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Once you click out of the cell, the value of the cell should change to a 1 or a 0. A “1” means the plan was developed before the child
turned 27 months. This is out of compliance. A “0” means the plan was developed after the child turned 27 months.
If the cell displays a date, you need to change the display format to “General” for the column. Highlight the entire column and click
“General”
This is where you would change the display format.

To copy this formula to the entire column, drag the bottom right hand corner of the cell down so that the entire column is highlighted. A
1 or a 0 should be populated in the rows that are highlighted.
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Note: If the “Date Steps in IFSP” field is blank, the formula will calculate it as “1” (early). This information can be used for planning
purposes.

5. Conference is held too early:
=IF(Conf Date<27 months start date,1,0)
Conf Date and 27 months start date are the names of columns in the TRAD Transition report.

You will need to add the 27 months start date column before adding this formula. Complete step #1 to add a new column in the report.
Name the new column, (e.g. Conference too early). Insert the formula in the first row that has child data in the column. In the example
below, it is the cell that is highlighted in red.

In this cell, enter

=IF(

Then click on the first row with child data in the Conf Date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in the
column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added W6.
Please note that some of the columns are hidden in this screenshot. To hide and unhide columns, select the column, “right click” on the
column and then click on hide or unhide.
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Then enter <
Then click on the first row with child data in the 27 months transition start date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program
to add in the column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added J6.

Then enter ,1,0)

Once you click out of the cell, the value of the cell should change to a 1 or a 0. A “1” means the conference was held before the child
turned 27 months. This is out of compliance. A “0” means the conference was held after the child turned 27 months.
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If the cell displays a date, you need to change the display format to “General” for the column. Highlight the entire column and click
“General”
This is where you would change the display format.

To copy this formula to the entire column, drag the bottom right hand corner of the cell down so that the entire column is highlighted. A
1 or a 0 should be populated in the rows that are highlighted.
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Note: If the “Conf Date” field is blank, the formula will calculate it as “1” (early). This information can be used for planning purposes.

6. Plan is developed too late: =IF(Date Steps in IFSP>90-day due date,1,0)
Date Steps in IFSP and 90-day due date are the names of columns in Transition TRAD report.

Complete step #1 to add a new column in the report. Name the new column, (e.g. Late Plan). Insert the formula in the first row that has
child data in the column. In the example below, it is the cell that is highlighted in red.

In this cell enter =IF(
Click on the first row with child data in the Date Steps in the IFSP column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in
the column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added P6.

Then enter >
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Then click on the first row with child data in the 90-day Due Date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in the
column letter and row number into the cell with the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added I6.

Then enter ,1,0)

Once you click out of the cell, the value of the cell should change to a 1 or a 0. A “1” means the plan was developed less than 90 days
before the child’s 3rd birthday. This is out of compliance. A “0” means the plan was developed at least 90 days before the child’s 3 rd
birthday.
If the cell displays a date, you need to change the display format to “General” for the column. Highlight the entire column and click
“General”
This is where you would change the display format.
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To copy this formula to the entire column, drag the bottom right hand corner of the cell down so that the entire column is highlighted. A
1 or a 0 should be populated in the rows that are highlighted.

7. Notification is provided late: =IF(Part B Notif Date >90-day due date,1,0)
Part B Notif Date and 90-day due date are the names of columns in TRAD Transition report.

Complete step #1 to add a new column in the report. Name the new column, (e.g. Late Notification). Insert the formula in the first row
that has child data in the column. In the example below, it is the cell that is highlighted in red.
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In this cell enter =IF(
Click on the first row with child data* in the Part B Notif Date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in the
column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added S6.

*The first row that has child data in any column.

Then enter >
Then click on the first row with child data in the 90-day Due Date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in the
column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added I6.
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Then enter ,1,0)

Once you click out of the cell, it should change the value of the cell to a 1 or a 0. A “1” means the notification was provided to the school
district less than 90 days before the child’s 3rd birthday. This is out of compliance. A “0” means the notification to the school district was
provided at least 90 days before the child’s 3rd birthday.

If the cell displays a date, you need to change the display format to “General” for the column. Highlight the entire column and click
“General”
This is where you would change the display format.
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To copy this formula to the entire column, drag the bottom right hand corner of the cell down so that the entire column is highlighted. A
1 or a 0 should be populated in the rows that are highlighted.

8. Conference is held late: =IF(Conf Date>90-day due date,1,0)
Conf Date and 90-day due date are the names of columns in Transition TRAD report.

Complete step #1 to add a new column in the report. Name the new column, (e.g. Late Conference). Insert the formula in the first row
that has child data in the column. In the example below, it is the cell that is highlighted in red.
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In this cell enter =IF(
Click on the first row with child data in the Conf Date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in the column
letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added V6.

Then enter >
Then click on the first row with child data in the 90-day Due Date column. Clicking on this cell will cause the Excel program to add in the
column letter and row number into the formula. This can be seen in the picture below. The Excel program added I6.

Then enter ,1,0)
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Once you click out of the cell, the value of the cell should change to a 1 or a 0. A “1” means the Part B conference was held less than
90 days before the child’s 3rd birthday. This is out of compliance. A “0” means the Part B conference was held at least 90 days before
the child’s 3rd birthday.
If the cell displays a date, you need to change the display format to “General” for the column. Highlight the entire column and click
“General”
This is where you would change the display format.

To copy this formula to the entire column, drag the bottom right hand corner of the cell down so that the entire column is highlighted. A
1 or a 0 should be populated in the rows that are highlighted.
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More tips:
How do I filter for the noncompliant cases?
Click on the “Sort and Filter” editing tool.

Clicking on the “Sort and Filter” editing tool adds a little drop down menu on every column.

Click on the drop down menu for the column you want to filter. “Check” the value or values you would like to filter for. For example, in
the Plan Too Early column, you can filter by “Select All”, “0”, “1” or “blanks”. If you are filtering for noncompliance, you should filter for
“1”.
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TRAD Transition Report Excel Formulas
27 months Start Date
(2 years and 3 months)

=DOB(date)+823
Due to months having 30
or 31 days and February
having 28 or 29 days,
you may need to adjust
by adding 820, 821, or
822 instead of 823

Was the plan developed
or the conference held
before 27 months?

Plan developed before 27
months?
=IF(Date Steps in IFSP<27
months start date,1,0)
1=true - it is early
0= false - it is not early

This date is the earliest
the transition plan can be
developed and the
conference can be held

Conference held before 27
months?
=IF(Conf Date<27 months
start date,1,0)
1=true - it is early
0= false - it is not early

Note: This column, as
well as the “Age at
Referral” column, will be
included in a future
version of the Transition
TRAD report.

Note: If the “Date Steps in
IFSP” or “Conf Date” field
is blank, the formula will
calculate it as “1” (early).
This information can be
used for planning
purposes.

Was the notification
provided, plan developed
or conference held later
than 90 days before the
child’s third birthday?
Plan developed later than 90
days before the child’s 3rd
birthday?
=IF(Date Steps in IFSP>90day due date,1,0)
1=true - it is late
0= false - it is not late
Notification provided later
than 90 days before the
child’s 3rd birthday?
=IF(Part B Notif Date >90day due date,1,0)
1=true - it is late
0= false - it is not late
Conference held later than
90 days before the child’s 3rd
birthday?
=IF(Conf Date>90-day due
date,1,0)
1=true - it is late
0= false - it is not late

**Definitions:
27 months start date column calculates the date that the child is 27 months of age.
90-day due date column calculates the date that is 90 days prior to the child’s 3rd birthday date.
Age at Referral column calculates the age of the child in months and days at the referral date

